
Leitz IQ Office Paper  Shredder Security P5

New stylish and hassle free shredders from Leitz. Perfect shredding

everytime, ideal for office use.  Higher security and excellent

performance with this Security DIN P5, anti jam, quiet and long running

shredder.  Shred 10 sheets of A4 into smaller micro cut pieces allowing

more in the generous 23L bin and simple operation using touch

controls.  Shred for longer with a class leading 2 hour run time, for a

completely uninterrupted shredding experience.
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Attributes

- Quiet operation - for a calm working

environment (when using Leitz oil papers

regularly)

- Shreds up to 10 sheets of A4 per pass - ideal for

daily use in any office

- Anti jam technology for uninterrupted shredding

- automatically stops and reverses the paper

out when too much paper is inserted

- Continuous with 2 hours / 120 min run time -

less disruption -  ideal for any office

- 1.8 meter per minute shred speed

- Touch-Control - simple and intuitive for easy

operation

- Generous 23L bin - holds up to 250 sheets

before it needs to be emptied

- 370 (w) x 465 (h) x 279 (d), 12.5Kg

- 2+1 years guarantee - register to get your extra

year

- Also shreds staples and paper clips

Specifications

Number 80021000

Colour white

Dimensions (W x H x D) 465 x 370 x 279 mm

Cut Type Micro Cut

Maximum Slot Entry Width

(mm)

223

Period of Warranty 2 + 1 year

Run Time From Cold (min) 120 min

Run Time/Cool Down Time

(min)

60 min

Security Level P-5

Shred Size 2 x 15 mm

Cutting capacity 70 gsm in

sheets

11

Cutting capacity 80 gsm in

sheets

10

Container/collection volume

in l

23

Shredder material Staples and paper clips

Weight 12500 g

Pallet quantity 10

EAN code 4002432119097
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